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Abstract: Higher education is highly valued, highly competitive and highly 
pressured, in the contemporary global marketplace.  Constantly shifting parameters 
of knowledge ecologies, political and social crises and turmoil, place local and global 
ontologies and epistemologies of higher education in constant flux.  One response to 
this environment is the global phenomenon of increasing participation in higher 
education in flexible, online or web-based courses, in an attempt to make education 
more accessible and to rise to the competition.  Online or web-based courses create 
opportunities for students in remote areas, or whose lifestyle does not fit with 
physically attending classes in university settings.  Higher education is in constant 
transformation, and so are its educational spaces and places.  
 
What is or can be an educational room, space or place? What is the role of a room, or 
spaces and places, in higher education, and what happens to learning, or learners, 
when rooms transform, as modes of delivery transform?  Through a Kristevan lens, 
the room of higher education is in revolt, in an unsettled state of constant 
questioning. In this presentation we apply three different perspectives to examine 
higher education rooms as transforming spaces, places, drawing on the philosophies 
of Merleau-Ponty, Kristeva and Deleuze.  We conceptualise ways in which the 
horizons of the room are extended, through online, web-based education, and we 
explore the materiality of digital, virtual rooms and the intra-actions with and 
within them.  A conceptual revolt recognises the vitality in letting go of unitary 
meanings in the realm of digital, online spaces, places and world-wide rooms. 


